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Hoover Kept
Fuming by
Critics

By MARGARET GENTRY
WASHINGTON (AP) — In the years
following John F. Kennedy's assassination,,LEdgar Hoover fumed over the
mounting criticism of the FBI investigation of the case but decided to ignore
most of the critics, at least publicly.
In private, he kept meticulous
records on the critics' personal lives as
well as their public comments about
the bureau.

The details emerged from 5 8,7 54
pages of FBI files that the bureau
made public Wednesday to comply
with requests under the Freedom of
Information Act.
The half-ton of documents, together
with 40,001 pages released in December, comprise virtually all of the bureau's investigative files on the murder
of the president Nov. 22, 1963, in
Dallas.

This batch of files begins in mid1964. Scores of letters and memos reflect the cool but polite relationship between the FBI and the Warren Commission as the commission launched its
probe of the case.
Later that year, the commission was
to report its conclusion that Lee Harvey Oswald killed Kennedy and that he
acted alone. Hoover had arrived at the
same belief months earlier.
However, a number of writers and
researchers were attracting considerable public attention with their
theories that Oswald and the man who
shot him to death in the Dallas police
station, nightclub owner Jack Ruby,
were part of some dark conspiracy of
varying origins.
Nothing was found in the first batch
of FBI files to disprove the Warren
Commission's conclusion. The initial
scrutiny of the second batch of files
also yielded no startling new information.
What the material does show is the
countless hours FBI men spent trying
to document claims made by such
critics as Mark Lane, Harold Weisberg,
Edward J. Epstein and Dick Gregory in
speeches, books and broadcast inter-

views.
An FBI official prepared a line-byline analysis of a William Manchester
article to be published in Life magazine. The bureau obtained tapes and
transcripts of radio and television
shows featuring the critics.
Such reports often set off debates
within the FBI about how the bureau
should respond. Should Hoover ignore
the criticism or should he answer it?
One published report criticized Hoover
for failing to express. condolences to
the Kennedy family. The FBI issued a
public statement saying that was false,
and a later bureau memo called the
public statement a successful strategy.
Disturbed about Gregory's attacks in
1964, one FBI official wrote to Hoover,
"We have long suspected that Gregory
is demented. Nevertheless, the comments he has made are utterly ridiculous and we should confront him and
tell him in no uncertain terms that he
better stop putting out such gutter
talk." Hoover concluded that a confrontation would serve no purpose and
vetoed the proposal.
Two years later, author Richard J.
Whalen approached FBI officials to
solicit cooperation in writing a magazine article answering critics of the
Warren Commission.
William C. Sullivan. one of Hoover's
top advisers, supported Whalen, calling
him "reliable and trustworthy and has
an extremely high opinion of the bureau."
"It appears that it would be in the
best interests of this bureau to cooperate with Mr. Whalen in his efforts to
bring the complete truth before the
American people," Sullivan wrote.
"Our investigation was sound, we have
absolutely nothing to hide, and no critic

He Didn't Like Garrison
By JOHN A. BARBOUR
WASHINGTON (AP) — J. Edgar
Hoover, the late FBI director, developed an abiding distaste for New
Orleans District Attorney James
Garrison and his attempts to prove
that President John F. Kennedy was
the victim of a conspiracy.
FBI memos, released Wednesday,
contained scrawled references to
Garrison in Hoover's handwriting
ZRIaracterizing the controversial
prosecutor as an "ego-maniac" and
a "shyster." Garrison's investigation
focused on the theory that Lee Harvey Oswald conspired with New Orleans sex deviates to kill Kennedy.
There is no indication in the files
that the FBI conducted an active
investigation into Garrison's activities. It did, however, meticuously
record volumes of derogatory data
volunteered by informants, all of
whose names were censored from
the memos.
On one memo Hoover wrote:
"More and more it becomes evident
we should stay as far away as we
can from this shyster."
In another he said. "I want no
Injection of the FBI into this farce.
Already it is back-firing on Garrison
and any action of ours can be twisted by this ego-maniac."
In still another, Hoover wrote: "I
again stress I want no statements,
whether on or off the record, made
about the Garrison fiasco."
C. D. De Loach, a top FBI official,
noted in a memo that then-U.S.
Attorney General Ramsey Clark
had relayed the fears of Rep. Hale
Boggs, DLa.. a member of the Warren Commission, that Garrison's al-

JIM GARRISON
A "shyster," in Hoover's words
legations "might in some manner
falsely involve the President (Johnson)." Clark said he hoped "the FBI
was on top of this situation."
De Loach informed Clark that
Hoover "had already instructed us
to closely follow this matter." He
also noted that Garrison "apparently desired to run for lieutenant
governor and was attempting to
engender as much publicity as
possible for himself."
Hoover, in another memo the
same month, February 1967, said,
"See that our New Orleans office
meticulously stays on top of this

fiasco. It smells."
FBI informants were even more
condemnatory of Garrison and his
actions. He was characterized as a
psychopath, supported by a wealthy
New Orleans car dealer. They alleged that he had bought an expensive home and had spent $25,000 on
furniture, despite the fact that he
had entered public office "destitute.
Hoover waved away requests that
the FBI enter the New Orleans
investigation with the statement
that it was outside of FBI jurisdiction and a matter for the state.
In orders to his special agents in
charge, Hoover wrote in March 1967
regarding Garrison's investigation:
"Ali offices should continue to accept any information regarding the
assassination; however, no investigation is to be conducted wi' Jut
bureau approval irrespective of the
nature of the data furnished.
"Should pertinent information be
received, which by necessity requires immediate investigation or
other action, the bureau is to be
notified either by telephone or teletype, depending upon the urgency of
the situation."
Also in 1967, the FBI summarized
all of the information it had on
Garrison, ommitting informants'
names. It was two pages long and
alleged connections with prostitutes
and hoodlums.
It also noted: "He (Garrison) served as a special agent of the FBI
from March 5, 1951, resigning on
July 24, 1951, to enter military service. His services were considered
satisfactory."

FBI Differed on Number of Shots
WASHINGTON (AP) — The FBI and
the Warren Commission disagreed on a
central element of the assassination of
John F. Kennedy — as to how many
shots hit the preildent and Texas Gov.
John Connally.
Both concluded it was most likely
three shots were fired and agreed Lee
Harvey Oswald was the lone gunman in
Dallas Nov. 22, 1983.
The commission concluded one shot
went through Kennedy's neck and then
wounded the governor. A second shot
fatally struck the president in the bead.
The third missed, the commission said.
However, FBI flies released Wednesday contain a handwritten note by then
director J. Edgar Hoover regarding the

bullets:
"We don't agree with the commission
as it says one shot missed entirely and
we contend all 3 stints bit."
The matter has been central to criticisms of the Warren Report because
only one almost intact bullet was
recovered at Parkland Hospital in
Dallas and two fragments of what was
probably another in the Presidential,
limousine. The critics have asked what
happened, then, to the third bullet?
The movie made by an onlooker,
Abraham Zapruder, indicate Kennedy
and Connally were hit almost simultaneously. Critics doubt Oswald could
have fired his bolt-action rifle quickly
enough to hit both men with separate

shots. They have also raised the question that if Oswald were marksman
enough to twice hit his target area why
would he have missed a third shot,
They have speculated the existence of
another assassin, a conjecture discarded by both the commission and the FBI.
The FBI memo that Hoover annotated discusses Connally's story in Life
magazine that he thought he and the
president were struck by separate
shots.
The Warren Commission's findings
say "one shot probably missed the car
and its occupants. The evidence is
inconclusive whether it was the first,
second or third shot which missed.

